
Frame XL Cabinet, Glass/Covered Sides

Designer:Anya Sebton and Eva Lilja Lowenheilm

Manufacturer:Asplund

£4,320

DESCRIPTION

Frame XL Cabinet, Glass/Covered Sides by Anya Sebton & Eva Lilja Lowenheilm for Asplund.

The Frame series was designed as a range of furniture with a minimalist aesthetic and neutral

colours. Natural materials were used with great attention to detail and perfect proportions to achieve

a timeless and elegant look. 

The Frame XL cabinet, created by Anya Sebton and Eva Lilja Lowenheilm, is the tallest cupboard in

the series, featuring the same minimalist aesthetic as the other pieces. It can be customized to

include covered sides or one glass side and one covered side and has two glass doors, four

adjustable glass shelves, and leather handles. 

This contemporary design focuses on simplicity and functionality, making it a perfect fit for any space.

Please note, also available in an all-glass version.

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/designers-anya-sebton-and-eva-lilja-lowenheilm
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-asplund
http://twentytwentyone.com/designer/anya-sebton-eva-lilja-lowenheilm
http://twentytwentyone.com/manufacturer/asplund
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/products/frame-xl-cabinet-glass


Wall attachment is recommended; distance bracket included. 

DIMENSIONS

80w x 37d x 206cmh 

Socket height: 6cm

MATERIALS

The highest cabinet in the Frame series with natural leather handles. The unit comes with glass doors and 5 glass

shelves, with covered sides or left or r ight sides in glass.

The Frame XL is available lacquered in the fol lowing colours: Light Grey, White, Storm Grey, Nordic Blue, Green

Khaki, Dark sand, Taupe, Char grey.

Leather handles come in natural, cognac, dark brown and black.

Please see Asplund finishes pdf in 'Product downloads' for more information.

For years, Asplund have been researching the possibil i t ies of a more sustainable water-based lacquer that

maintains the durabil i ty of an acid-based lacquer.

The Frame series is one of the f irst ranges that is coated in the new generation of water-based lacquers which has

great viscosity, adhesiveness, durabil i ty, l ightfastness, stain retardant for coffee, alcohol and fats.
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